
Saint Nicholas Owen, S.J., (c. 1562 – 1/2 March 1606) was 

a Jesuit lay brother who was the principal builder of priest 

holes during the reigns of Queen Elizabeth I and James I of England.  

Queen Elizabeth I and King James I forbid anyone to practice the 

Catholic Faith and persecuted priests and lay people for doing so. 

Nicholas was such a skilled carpenter that he could build secret 

places inside homes where priest could hide. Priests who were 

caught were usually tortured and killed. 

He was born in Oxford, England, around 1562 into a devoutly-

Catholic family and grew up during the Penal Laws. These specific 

series of laws were meant to uphold the Church of England by 

imposing fines, restrictions, punishments on all who were not part of 

this new breakaway church. His father, Walter Owen, was a 

carpenter and Nicholas followed in his father’s profession.  Two of 

his older brothers became priests. 

Nicholas became friends with many Jesuit priests and traveled with them which meant he also had 

to hide with them when there was danger of being arrested.  For 18 years, Owen built hiding places 

for priests in the homes of Catholic families. He frequently traveled from one house to another under 

the name of "Little John.”  

During the daytime, he would work as a travelling carpenter to deflect suspicion. 

Nicholas suffered from a hernia and a crippled leg from a horse falling on him, but this never halted 

his work.  To avoid suspicion, he would work at night and always alone.  Sometimes he would 

construct a hiding place that he knew authorities might find, but then he would add a secret 

compartment within the hiding place to throw them off. Due to the ingenuity of his craftsmanship, 

some of the priest hiding places (called priest holes) may still be undiscovered. 

For many years, Owen worked in the service of the Jesuits hiding them in various places.  He was 

finally admitted into the Society of Jesus as a lay brother.  The authorities finally caught up to him in 

1594. They arrested and tortured him but he revealed nothing to them. He was released after a 

wealthy Catholic family paid a fine on his behalf.  At that time the authorities were not aware of who 

he was and that he was responsible for hiding priests. So his release was not a big deal. He 

resumed his work and is believed to have masterminded the famous escape of Father John 

Gerard from the Tower of London in 1597. 

In early 1606, Owen was arrested a final time giving himself up voluntarily in the hope of distracting 

attention from the Jesuit priests he was traveling with who were hiding nearby.  He was eventually 

taken to the Town of London and tortured on the topcliffe rack.  His body hung dangling while his 

hands were held in iron gauntlets. His hernia made his intestines to bulge out in this position in 

which the jailer strapped a circular plate of iron across his stomach which added more pain. He still 

refused to divulge the names of the priests he hid and where the priest holes were. Then they 

moved him to the rack (a means of torture which stretched the body so bones were dislocated) 

which resulted in his death on March 2, 1606 

He is honored as a martyr by the Catholic Church and was canonized by Pope Paul VI in 1970. 


